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Seabird Island School
Seabird Island, British Columbia 1988 - 1991





Strawberry Vale Elementary School
Victoria, British Columbia 1992 - 1995





Material Operations



Operation lineage



Skating Shelters
Winnipeg,, Manitoba   2011



Casual play



Veneer experiments



1st scale up attempt



Assembly of larger sheets



Full scale mock-up



Mock-up occupation



Material failure resolution



Material intersection resolution



Layering + perforation



Layering + rabbet



Mock-up elevations



Tailor’s pattern









Pairing



Clustering



Clustering



Clustering



- 30 °C degrees















Plywood: Material of the Modern World

Victoria & Albert Museum
London, England  2017





Rift
Speculative   2012

Passage through impassible terrain



Corrugation gradient provides structural depth where it is most needed



Mophological vs Relational Operations



Sequential trusses assembled from reusable dimensional lumber



Registration rim board



Apply shotcrete to exterior formwork surface as final retaining surface



Artificial chasm











Daegu Gosan Public Library
Daegu, South Korea   2012

Ruled surfaces as building enclosure



Material + Force = Form



Curvilinear ruled surface from linear elements



Large scale model







Cross section



Long section



Ceramic tile

Shotcrete with fibre reinforcement

Steel splice plate

Timber framing member

Acoustic panel





Temple of Light 
Kootenay Bay, BC  2015 - 2017













A) Planar guides with four control points are created which define the center line of the primary and secondary arches. The 
primary arch guide terminates on the outer ocular and base ring while the secondary arch terminates on the inner ocular 
and base ring. These guides are polar arrayed to create eight sets that are paired in a pin-wheel configuration. The 
basepoints of the eight guide sets are constrained to align with the existing structural supports of the previous temple.

Digital Process



B) The primary and secondary arch guide pairs are equally divided along their length. Rule lines are strung between these 
divisions. These rule lines are extended by a variable amount beyond the secondary arch guide. A ruled surface is lofted 
along these ruled lines. Primary and secondary arch solids are lofted along their respective guides. A compression ring 
solid is created between the inner and outer ocular ring.



C) The ruled surface is trimmed to create a ground level opening to wash the interior with light and reinforce the space’s 
connection to the exterior. The resultant ruled surface touches the ground plane lightly.



D) The rule lines define the trajectory of linear joist members. These joists are connected by secondary discontinuous 
blocking as well as continuous rimboards which compose the frame supporting the ruled surface. This frame is subdivided 
into eight subpanels for ease of transportation and erection.



E) The panel frames are skinned on the interior and exterior with ruled surfaces and then polar arrayed to enclose the 
space.



F) A set of section guides are cut through an inverse cantenary shell and then polar arrayed to define the hanging points 
for an array of illuminated cylindrical baffles. The resultant acoustic chandelier mitigates the adverse focusing affects of the
interior concave geometry while introducing an additional source of soft light to the interior.
























































































